
SUMMER RUG COLLECTIONS



COLOURFUL HAND KNOTTED 

BHATIKAR RUG 

Elevate the look of your living room with this distinctive area rug 
inspired from Bhatikar art. Tied with vibrant colors and fun art of 
nomadic tribe, this rug is sure to infuse positive energy to the 
space around. Made of pure Persian wool, this hand knotted rug 
captures unique designs in each fragments making it a beautiful 
collage of artwork. So, get ready to make this vibrant collection 
yours, and let your home enhance the beauty of this magnicent 
rug!1. Crafted with organic Persian ne yarn that is dyed with 
natural vegetable colours 2. Hand knotted for a sturdy, long 
lasting and soft to touch area rug 3.The carpet displays fantastic 
shades vibrant hues & tints 4. Handmade in India

HAND KNOTTED NATURAL 

COLORED BAKTHIYAR RUG

Beautiful beige color all natural rug captures the terrain of the 
baktiar region with plants and tree of the region. Indian weavers 
were able to adapt themselves to capture and knot this design 

reect capabilities of their craftmanship.Made out of Iranian wool 
and natural dyed , is the ecofriendly rug to decorate your living 

space

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-bhatikar-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-bhatikar-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-colored-bakthiyar-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-colored-bakthiyar-rug/


HANDKNOTTED VEGETABLE 

DYED RUGS

Vegetable dyed rugs aren't uniform in nature. Color are captured 
in a very inconsistent manner leaving with character of its own, 

otherwise known as abrash . Colorful are more durable and ages 
well with time. Their imprefections are beauty & are hard to 

replicate making it one of a kind rug to decorate your living or 
bedroom spaces

TREE OF LIFE WOOL 

RUG

Tree of life rug is an art work on oor. Weaver has brough to life a 
tree throug his knot work and color schemes. He has used a single 
tree motif to design the entire rug. Its a prefect iranian wool rug to 
liven up your dark wooden oor living spaces

https://ethnicindian.in/product/handknotted-vegetable-dyed-rugs/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/tree-of-life-wool-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/handknotted-vegetable-dyed-rugs/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/tree-of-life-wool-rug/


FLORAL BLOOM 
HANDKNOTTED RUG
Rosa Persica is a native plant of Iran and other parts of central Asia . it 
has a single, open rose-like flower with prominent stamens,and splash of 
colour right and the center. This handknotted rug carries the floral motif in 
all over design. Giving it a vibrant blooming effect on the rug. This 8 X 10 
Floral rugs adds a bit of vibrances to your floors

HANDKNOTTED MULTI 
COLORED RUGS

In Nomadic rugs patterns are simple and elegant , & lacks details . Rugs 
captures motifs of plants , animals & tree , an everyday surrounding of the 

nomads. This rug can effortlessly transform your rooms with its burst of 
array of colors and abrashes.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/floral-bloom-handknotted-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/handknotted-multi-colored-rugs/#product-gallery-3
https://ethnicindian.in/product/floral-bloom-handknotted-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/handknotted-multi-colored-rugs/#product-gallery-3


MULTI COLORED 
AREA RUG

Rug comes with Burst of Color by dyeing the hand spun yarn using natural 
colours from plants and minerals. Pile height such rugs are generally 

around 10 -12 mm thickness. Designs are simple and repatative capturing 
the natural surrounding of the craftsmen. This whimsical Bright Rug Makes 

a Bold Statement in your living spaces

ORGANIC PERSIAN FINE YARN HAND 
KNOTTED BHATIKAR RUG IN IVORY
A stunning rug is an artful makeover for your floors emitting a sense of 
opulence. The same goes for this beautiful multi-coloured Bhatikar rug. 
The timeless beauty of the folk art, flora, and fauna motifs captured in 
vibrant blocks gives a refreshing look to the space this rug is rolled down. 
Crafted from 100% Organic Persian fine yarn this flawless piece is hand-
knotted in India to deliver a one-of-a-kind masterpiece each time. 
1.Crafted with organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural 
vegetable colours 2. Hand knotted for a sturdy, long lasting and soft to 
touch area rug 3. Withstands daily wear-tear and is stain resistant

https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-bhatikar-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-bhatikar-rug-2/


HANDMADE PERSIAN WOOL BROWN 
GREY FLORAL AREA RUG
Highlighting the most popular collection from Ethnic Indian, this adorable 
floral print rug is one-of-a-kind that will blend perfectly with the décor of 
your home. The minimalistic brown-grey colour of the rug adds charm to 
your interiors whilst the red and yellow blooms look exquisite! This flawless 
piece is hand-knotted in India from 100% Organic Persian fine yarn to 
withstand daily wear and tear. So, without wasting much of your time, get 
your hands on this beautiful rug now.1. Crafted with organic Persian fine 
yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours. 2. Hand knotted for a 
sturdy, long lasting and soft to touch area rug. 3. 193,500 Knots Per Square 
Meter highlight the craftmanship of the rug. 4. Handmade in India

TREE OF LIFE HAND 
KNOTTED RUG

Tree of life is an art form on the floor. Few rugs are as versatile as this one 
on the floor. Made out of Iranian Wool , this 9 x 12 area rug is capable of 

enhancing style and hiding imperfections in one chic fell swoop. Everyone 
should own one of this rug , it effortless adds light to the space and 

brightens up living spaces with hardwooden floors

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-grey-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/tree-of-life-hand-knotted-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-grey-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/tree-of-life-hand-knotted-rug/


HAND KNOTTED INDIAN NATURAL 
WOOL AREA RUG

Bring in the subtle tone to your home décor, this area rug is versatile 
enough to amplify the contemporary appeal to any arrangement. In this 

beautiful hand-knotted rug, the light brown hue matches perfectly with the 
artistic touch of the designs. Crafted from 100% Organic Persian fine yarn 

these rugs withstand daily wear and tear and are crafted with utmost care 
and precision to deliver quality. 1. Crafted with organic Persian fine yarn 
that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 2. Hand knotted for a sturdy, 
long lasting and soft to touch area rug 3 . The carpet displays fantastic 

shades of brown and ivory

PURE PERSIAN WOOL HAND
KNOTTED AREA RUG
An authentic Persian wool rug is nothing but a truly priceless beauty that 
will adorn the interiors of your home in the most elegant way. This white-
coloured carpet blends effortlessly with shades of brown enhancing the 
artwork. The geometric blocks capture the motifs of flora and fauna 
adding sheer beauty to the rug. This flawless piece is hand-knotted in 
India from 100% Organic Persian fine yarn to withstand daily wear and 
tear making it a perfect choice to lighten up your space. 1. The Persian 
wool is considered one of the finest type of yarns.2.Crafted with organic 
Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 3. Hand 
knotted for a sturdy, long lasting and soft to touch area rug 4. The 
overwhelming shade of the carpet is just what you need to decorate your 
home! Order now

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-wool-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-red-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-wool-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-red-rug/


BRAZEN BROWN COLOURED 
HANDMADE NATURAL WOOL 
AREA RUG
Add this striking yet appealing accent piece to any room. This exclusively 
brown rug is handwoven with natural fibre of Persian wool that electrify 
the design elements. Exhibiting the work of artistry, this work of art will 
perfectly blend with any light-toned wooden flooring. 1.Crafted with 
organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 
2.Hand knotted for a sturdy, long lasting and soft to touch area rug 3. The 
carpet displays fantastic shades of brown and white. 4. The yellow and 
red colours displayed on the carpet are the eye-catching embellishments. 
5. Made with the love and affection from India

HAND KNOTTED 
GRAY RUG

Open your door to a beautifully hand-knotted new rug addition to your 
home. Only from the beautiful country of India you will find that our rugs 

are unmatchable to any other. The primary gray and dark neutral color 
oversees the neat structure's multicolor design. If you love decorative 

simple patterns, this is the rug for you. The horizontal form outlines the best 
features of this rug, wanting you to put one in every room. Specially 

crafted with natural vegetable dye, the organic Persian fine yarn was 
made for appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per square meter, 11 mm in 
pile height and density of 10000, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen 

area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-wool-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-natural-wool-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug/


MULTICOLOUR HAND KNOTTED 
HOME DÉCOR AREA RUG

The fiery flames of red are here to embrace your interiors in the most 
sophisticated way! The beauty of this carpet lies in the designs which are 

precisely hand-crafted by artisans. The 100% authentic Persian yarn is used 
in the entire rug that endures the heavy traffic in your living space. Its 
charm is enhanced by the complementary colours, making it an ideal 

choice for you! 1. The Persian wool used in the carpet is 100% natural and 
authentic. 2. Hand-knotted for a soft touch and durability 3. The 

multidimension pattern boast beauty of colours and artwork.4. Dyed with 
natural vegetable colours and is stain-resistant 5. Handmade in India

NATURE INSPIRED COLOURFUL 
GEOMETRIC HAND KNOTTED 
WOOLLEN RUG
Nothing can be as appealing as the beautiful shades of nature collectively 
displayed on an area rug. The beauty of this rug is adorned with stunning 
shades of natural wool that derives its hue from vegetable dyes. The 
knotted hand weaved design is precisely done by the professional weavers 
displaying their love floral motifs and livestock around them. Add this 
statement-making rug to your living space and show your love for unique 
art. 1. The wool used in the carpet is authentic and genuine 2. Crafted 
with organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 
3. Hand knotted for a sturdy, long lasting and soft to touch area rug .4. 
Made with the love and affection from India

https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-2/


MULTI-COLOURED NATURAL DYED 
AREA RUG FOR HOME DÉCOR
Anchoring the sense of classic charm in colourful hues of ivory, blue, 
yellow, and brown this area rug shows the sense of refined relaxation. 
Nomad folk art motifs of livestock radiate the beauty of the lives of our 
weavers. The carpet reflects a colourful vibe which is enough to make your 
day full of positivity and energy. So, without a second thought, bring this 
beauty home now! 1. The wool used in the carpet is hand-knotted precisely 
by the workers. 2. High-quality Persian yarn used by the weavers in the 
making of this carpet 3. Dyed with natural vegetable colours and is stain-
resistant 4. The floral and geometric patterns displayed on the carpet 
elevates its overall look 5. Perfect to décor your living area, bedrooms, 
office and dining area

MINIMALISTIC WHITE COLOURED 
RUG WITH CONIFEROUS TREES 

PATTERN
What could be better than coniferous trees displayed on a woollen carpet, 

Isn't it?? This carpet perfectly displays the beauty of hilly coniferous trees 
in an incredibly unique way. The white and red border of the carpet makes 

it more appealing. The colourful trees made on the carpet reflects the 
beauty and charm of mountains. So, if you are a nature lover, then nothing 

can stop you from buying this masterpiece. 1. The authentic Persian 
woollen yarns used in the carpet are warm and natural 2. Withstands daily 
wear-tear and is stain resistant3.Hand-knotted to make strong, sturdy and 

dense rug 4. The colourful trees display beautiful seasons on the 
mountains

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multicolor-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-2/


HAND KNOTTED 
WOOL RUG

Having an interest in decorative patterns can transform your living space 
dramatically. This hand-knotted rug does just that. With its abstract design, 

this will surely make a statement in your home. Relish in the dark border 
and the subtle pop of accent colors within the misplaced square shape. 
Definitely a look for a person with an eye for art. Specially crafted with 

natural vegetable dye, the organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height 

and density of 10000, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area

GREY AND RED HAND-KNOTTED 
PERSIAN WOOL RUG
Bringing aesthetic vibes, this multi-coloured rug is a fantastic addition to 
the bedroom or living room area. The intricate design of Bhatikar patterns 
in blocks infused with regional folk art motifs of the weavers is sure to 
captivate one’s attention. This flawless piece is hand-knotted in India from 
100% Organic Persian fine yarn to withstand daily wear and tear. The 
meticulously crafted carpet is just what you need to add a rustic look to 
your home decor. 1. The wool used in the carpet is natural and genuine 2. 
The amazing tones of the carpet will add a sense of authenticity to your 
living area 3. Crafted with organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with 
natural vegetable colours 4. Perfect to décor your living area, bedrooms, 
office and dining area

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-wool-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-wool-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-wool-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-wool-rug-2/


VIBRANT RUG PERSIAN 
WOOLLEN CARPET

Are you looking to add a charming vibe to your interiors? Then this area 
rug is exclusively hand-made for you! The colourful border of the carpet 
blends seamlessly with the subtle tones of the rug. Inspired by local folk 

art, this rug will surely make your guests awe-struck by its appealing 
beauty. So, what are you waiting for? Order this carpet now to enhance 
the sense of refined relaxation. 1. The colourful dyes used in the carpet is 
natural and authentic 2. The Persian wool will surely make you fall in love 
with its look 3. Hand-knotted for a soft touch and durability 4. Withstands 

daily wear-tear and is stain resistant

If you love to play with colours then, this rug is just made for you! The 
colourful vibe of the carpet is made with perfection to match your 
favourite furniture. This charming carpet will fill your life with love and 
affection, just like the positive vibe of the rainbow. The colours displayed 
on the carpet are dyed with natural hues and are hand-knotted in India. 
Order this limited-edition rug for a statement-making style to your living 
space. 1. The Persian wool used in the carpet is genuine and authentic. 2. 
The entire carpet is hand-weaved by the professional workers.3. Hand-
knotted for a soft touch and durability. 4. Withstands daily wear-tear and 
is stain resistant

MULTI-COLOURED VIBE STRUCK 
WOOLLEN AREA RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/colored-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/colored-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-3/


VEGETABLE DYED TREE OF LOVE 
NATURAL YARN AREA RUG

Anchor the space with wow elements like this captivating artwork filled 
with whimsical sense. The weavers display the beauty of a tree and its 

relationship with nesters in this eye-catching design on natural wool. This 
flawless piece is hand-knotted in India from 100% Organic Persian fine 

yarn to withstand daily wear and tear. Get home one of this nature-
inspired design cast on the carpet that will surely amaze your guests with 
its appealing look. 1. The Persian wool used in the carpet is 100% natural 

and authentic. 2.Hand-knotted for a soft touch and durability 3. The 
beauty of the tree lies on the colourful shades displayed on it 4. Dyed with 

natural vegetable colours and is stain-resistant

COLOURFUL WOOL RUG HANDMADE 
IN PERSIAN WOOL

Add a dash of colour with this statement-making area rug to your home 
space. The colourful shades displayed within the bold shades of red colour 
are stunning. This naturally dyed carpet is handmade with love and 
affection just for you. You can match this carpet with your minimalistic 
furniture and the matching curtains will surely make them look worthwhile. 
1. The beauty of Persian wool is meticulously inherited in this area rug 2. 
The appealing red tones of the area rug looks amazing 3. Crafted with 
organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 4. 
Withstands daily wear-tear and is stain resistant

https://ethnicindian.in/product/vegetable-dyed-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/vegetable-dyed-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-4/


GRAY ABSTRACT 
AREA RUG

If you like simple and organized patterns, this rug is the one you have been 
waiting for. As it is easy on the eyes, hand-knotted with shades of gray 

and creme, you will fall in love as this will accent your home with a modern 
twist. The garnishing rug will go great with any light or dark furniture that 

you have. Specially crafted with natural vegetable dye, the organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per 

square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 10000, your new rug will 
fit nicely in any chosen area

For the LOVE of colors! With all of the primary colors of Red, Blue, and 
Green it is no wonder that this rug will match perfectly with all other decor 
in your home. The hand-knotted pattern is created with a multiple 
horizontal-like layout accompanied by a unique border with simple prints. 
This vibrant rug will look great in an area where company is welcomed to 
admire its beauty. Specially crafted with natural vegetable dye, the 
organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty. With 
193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 10000, your 
new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

MULTI COLORED 
AREA RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-5/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-area-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-area-rug-5/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-area-rug/


GRAY RUG

MIDNIGHT OCEAN BLUE WOOL 
HOME DÉCOR AREA RUG
Do not limit your sense to décor to the walls but instead roll it down. This 
stunning piece is made from the finest woollen yarn, which is hand-knotted 
in an intricate pattern row by row. These are examples of what we refer to 
as "sustainable luxury." This rug's superpower is it’s deep dark border, 
which is offset by bursting bright hues in a Persian inspired geometrical 
pattern, giving it the ability to fit into any space. 1. The bold blue color 
elevates the overall look of the carpet 2. The colorful and symmetrical 
pattern of the carpet looks surreal 3. Crafted with organic Persian fine 
yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable colours 4. Match this carpet with 
minimalistic furniture of your choice

https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-rug/


HANDCRAFTED BLUE LOVE OF 
OCEAN WOOLEN AREA RUG

Don't you think the bold and appealing tones of the blue ocean looks 
amazing when used in interiors, just like this lovely blue carpet. The blue 

carpet is inspired by the natural and classy beauty of the sea bed. In this 
carpet, the flora of the ocean is displayed in a very amazing way. So, 

don't wait and make this beauty yours by ordering it now! 1. The beauty of 
the carpet is adorned by the Persian wool. 2. The hand knotted design and 

patterns on the carpet looks amazing. 3. White flooring will surely get an 
extra charm from this beauty

This exquisite rug will undoubtedly be an ideal addition to your space, 
upholding the elegant style of your home décor. This flawless piece is 
hand-knotted in India from 100% Organic Persian fine yarn to withstand 
daily wear and tear. The smooth colors enhance the small motifs of folk art 
this rug effortlessly represents the modern décor with a pinch of tradition. 
1. The smooth and warm tones of brown compliments light flooring 2. The 
small motifs displayed on the carpet looks surreal 3. High-quality Persian 
yarn used by the weavers in the making of this carpet 4. Dyed with natural 
vegetable colors and is stain-resistant 5. Perfect to décor your living area, 
bedrooms, office and dining area

BROWN AND GREY NATURAL WOOL 
LIVING ROOM RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-area-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-area-rug/


BEAUTY ON THE BAY WOOLLEN 
RUG IN IVORY AND BROWN

Renovate your home with luxury and lavishness with the aesthetic beauty 
of this woollen rug. The white tones incorporated in the carpet gives a 

vintage look to this carpet. The bold brown border of the carpet can catch 
attention of your eyes within a second. Arrange your favourite sofa around 
this carpet and enjoy the beauty of your home. Moreover, the symmetrical 
and geometric patterns displayed on the carpet is a cherry on the cake. 1. 
The Persian wool will make you fall in love with its beauty. 2. The amazing 
tones of the carpet will add a sense of authenticity to your living area. 3. 

Crafted with organic Persian fine yarn that is dyed with natural vegetable 
colours 4. Perfect to décor your living area, bedrooms, office and dining 

area

ABSTRACT HAND-KNOTTED 
PERSIAN WOOL AREA RUG
This beautiful rug is the natural choice for every room in the house 
because it combines a time-honoured pattern with a wide range of sizes 
and shapes. These patterns are inspired by the ancient art of rug making. 
The colours in this collection reflect the most popular looks of today, while 
each pattern is meticulously crafted to emulate the classic design traits of 
long ago. 1. The colourful mid-section of the rug is a true beauty on the 
carpet. 2. The warm ivory tones of the carpet will perfectly match with 
dark wooden flooring. 3. The geometric patterns displayed on the carpet is 
inspired by the beauty of weavers surrounding. 4. Made from pure Persian 
wool, makes this rug strong, sturdy and dense

https://ethnicindian.in/product/woolen-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/wool-area-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/woolen-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/wool-area-rug/


FESTIVE RED 
RUG

Perfect to have for the holidays (or any day), this rug displays an 
ornamental style of vibrance. The different shades of red exhibit quirky 

hand-knotted patterns of contrasting trees in 3 rows. This gives this rug an 
attractive sight to see, with a bold pop of color for any event. Pair this rug 

with simple furnishings or add to an already eccentric home. Specially 
crafted with natural vegetable dye, the organic Persian fine yarn was 

made for appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per square meter, 11 mm in 
pile height and density of 10000, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen 

area.

Rosa Persica is a native plant of Iran and other parts of central Asia . it 
has a single, open rose-like flower with prominent stamens,and splash of 
colour right and the center. This handknotted rug carries the floral motif in 
all over design. Giving it a vibrant blooming effect on the rug. This 8 X 10 
Floral rugs adds a bit of vibrances to your floors

GRAY RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/red-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/red-rug/


HAND KNOTTED NATURAL 
COLOR RUG

This captivating rug is anything but ordinary as you recognize the bold 
wide border surrounding an artsy pattern hand knotted for your delight. 

Moving toward the center of the rug expresses a cubic pattern of several 
squares of neutral colors. Simple yet compelling rug from India will be 

suitable for your home. Specially crafted with natural vegetable dye, the 
organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty. With 

193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 10000, your 
new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area

NAVAJO FEATHER 
RUG
Are you a fan of mirror images? This distinctive rug unveils color 
combinations of a red, green and blue pattern with the center piecing 
together a creme color rectangle. Giving warmth of spiritual and uplifting 
energy, this rug would be ideal in an illuminating room full of light. Whether 
in a living room, bedroom or sunroom, the hand knotted rug will always lift 
your spirits. Specially crafted with natural vegetable dye, the organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per 
square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 10000, your new rug will 
fit nicely in any chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/natural-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-rug/


MULTICOLORED 
LANDSCAPE RUG

A peculiar design from India with lots of detail to offer, the hand knotted 
rug shows the mysterious dark shades on one side. As your eyes wander to 

the opposite side, you notice a more brighter simplistic feel to it. The 
abstract ambiance of this rug will have you observing a different part 

each time you look at it. Adore this very own rug in your bedroom or 
anywhere you see fit for a change of perspective. Specially crafted with 

natural vegetable dye, the organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty. With 193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height 

and density of 10000, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

Rosa Persica is a native plant of Iran and other parts of central Asia . it 
has a single, open rose-like flower with prominent stamens,and splash of 
colour right and the center. This handknotted rug carries the floral motif in 
all over design. Giving it a vibrant blooming effect on the rug. This 8 X 10 
Floral rugs adds a bit of vibrances to your floors

CREAME 
COLORED RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/creame-colored-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/creame-colored-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/multi-colored-rug-2/


MULTI PATTERN 
FLORAL RUG

This conceptual and hand knotted rug is fitting for a person with an open 
mind. The extraordinary pattern from India shows specific detail of 

multicolored flowers and squared shapes to keep everything interesting 
each time you see it. Utilize the beauty of this rug for endless inspiration in 
your daily life. You will be surprised how easy it is to capture creativity from 

a pleasing image. Specially crafted with natural vegetable dye, the 
organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty. With 

193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 10000, your 
new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area

BLUE AND WHITE LANDSCAPE 
RUG
Several rows of horizontal landscape of natural colors and simple trees 
appear in a graceful hand knotted pattern. This is an ideal rug for a 
unique individual who appreciates nature and the open air. Bring a little of 
the outdoors inside to make your living space special. Pair this rug with 
indoor plants and other decor in your home. Specially crafted with natural 
vegetable dye, the organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of 
beauty. With 193500 per square meter, 11 mm in pile height and density of 
10000, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/organic-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-and-white-colored-handknotted-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/organic-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/blue-and-white-colored-handknotted-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED GREY 
TOTEM RUG

When you dream of grandeur and elegance for you home, this solemn 
Hand-knotted Grey Totem Rug is a must have. The rug has an area of 7x7, 

which will perfectly suit your work space, bedroom or any other snug 
corner of your home. The traditional handknotting method used to create 

the rug makes it long lasting, unique and gives it a vintage appeal. The 
subtle gray and beige color of the carpet makes it every bit homey and 

aesthetic. With rich bohemian edges, the rug is made with both wool and 
silk therefore making it apt for cold and warm seasons alike.

Re-imagine the luxury of your home with this meticulously designed Hand-
knotted Grey Stripes Rug. The gorgeous 7X7 carpet that suits any compact 
space, is the perfect combination of subtle, soft and earthy. With a gray 
base made from a cozy and warm wool sourced from Bikaner in India, it 
has neutral white and beige stripes all over, making it an outstanding work 
of art. The rug is designed with a combination of wool and silk making it 
perfect for any climate. With the right maintenance, this rug is guaranteed 
to last you a long time.

HAND-KNOTTED GREY 
STRIPES RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-4/


HAND-TUFFTED MULTICOLOURED 
WOOL & SILK RUG

Decorate and make your house more aesthetic and comfortable with this 
beautiful Hand-Tuffted Multicoloured Wool & Silk Rug. These handtufted 

rugs crafted by weavers in the trade for many generations, are made out 
of wool from Bikaner and silk in India. They are easy to maintain and 

provide a sense of luxury within your living space. The designs on these 
rugs are highly artistic and the beautiful patterns offer an aura of 

sophistication. The rug being hand made is soft and gives a great feeling 
when people walk on them.

FLATWEAVE BEIGE & 
BROWN RUG
If you are looking to add some colour and comfort to your living spaces, 
this Flatweave Beige & Brown Rug is an excellent addition to your living 
room. The rug is made from Bikaner wool and silk from India. Composed of 
60% wool and 40% silk, the feeling when you touch it offers a taste of 
comfort and extravagance. The rug is made in such a way that it prevents 
kids from slipping when they run around while also being cushiony to the 
skin. Once placed in the bedroom, or workspace the versatile rug grants a 
feeling of luxury.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-color-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-color-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED BLUE & 
GRAY RUG

Adorn your house with the magnificent Hand-knotted Blue & Gray Rug. The 
colour and artistic design with which it has been woven speaks volumes of 

the kind of technique that is involved in creating such a beautiful hand 
made rug. The rug is made of Bikaner wool and silk sourced from India. The 

9x9 feet hand-tuffted rug has the capacity to change the outlook of your 
living room and is bound to be an eye stealer. If you are looking for 

something to lend an archeaic presence to the living room, then this is the 
right boutique item to purchase.

Every home needs a masterpiece to make it extraordinary and this 
captivating multi gray color rug is designed for just that. This Hand-knotted 
Multi Gray Color Rug is aesthetically pleasing and will instantly up the 
wow factor of your space. The Bikaner wool and silk composition make it 
enchanting to the eye. The warm gray, beige and yellow tones of the 
carpet brightens up any living room. With artistic and creative patterns 
that offer a sense of sophistication, the rug is hand knotted and made in 
India and this is as original as it gets.

HAND KNOTTED MULTI 
GRAY RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-gray-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED GRAY RUG WITH
 BLUE HIGHLIGHTS

Looking for ways to spruce up your home? Search no further, this carpet is 
a must have. The 11x11 Hand-knotted Gray Rug With Blue Highlights is 
carefully created by hand knotting it from scratch giving a sense of 

uniqueness to every piece. With a soothing earthy vibe and subtle 
wildflower pattern all over, you will feel privileged to own this piece of fine 
craftsmanship. Made with the softest wool sourced from Bikaner, and artsy 

bohemian edges, it is perfect to cozy in on chilly nights.

LIGHT GRAY HAND 
WOVEN RUG
Give your house a classic look with this Light Gray Hand Woven Rug. The 
10X10 measuring rug is one of kind hand knotted work made by artisans 
that have been gifted with art since many generations. The rug is made of 
Bikaner wool and silk, which is as Indian as it can be. It is a symbol of 
traditions that can be brought into your living room and offer an aura of 
class with its subtle and aesthetic finish. A fashionable addition to make 
your room comfortable, the rug is gentle to the skin, making it a precious 
purchase.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-gray-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED MULTI BLUE 
CORAL RUG

The Hand-knotted Multi Blue Coral Rug is a gorgeous piece of art, made 
for every posh urban home. With the base color of the carpet being a cozy 

blue, it has soft rustic and beige tones spread throughout the fabric. The 
rug is intricately textured and soft, making it a delight to step on. 

Designed with eccentric Bikaner wool and silk that are methodically hand 
woven into the carpet, it is suited for both hot and cold temperatures. 

Created with the apt thickness and material, it is long-lasting with proper 
maintenance.

Decorating your house with a classic touch to it is made easy by 
purchasing this beautiful Hand-knotted Light Blue & Gray Rug. The rug is 
made of Bikaner wool and silk from India- the reason why the texture of 
the rug is smooth and it is comfortable to our sense of touch. The hand-
knitting process is intense and takes weeks before one rug is created with 
a beautiful design that encapsulates the atmosphere in any room and 
provides a calming effect. The rug brings into our living rooms a sense of 
high esteem with its artwork and design.

HAND KNOTTED LIGHT BLUE 
& GRAY RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-blue-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-blue-gray-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-blue-rug/


BEIGE COLOURED 
HAND-KNOTTED RUG

Looking for something that is comfortable and elegant, this Hand-knotted 
beige coloured Rug is a masterpiece. Hand-knotted, the rug is crafted 
with the finest Bikaner wool and silk. The 11 x 11 feet rug is dyed with an 

appealing beige, which it grants composure to the room. Any part of your 
living space it is placed in, it is sure to serve as a source of comfort and 

style. An easy additive to complete the makeover of your room.

HAND KNOTTED MULTI 
BLUE RUG
Wake up your living space with a touch of elegance and beauty with this 
Hand-knotted Multi Blue Rug. Having an area of 10X10, it is majestic but 
also snug when stepped on. The muted woolen handmade patterns give it 
a rustic texture and have earthy accents. The rug is fabricated with 
ancient hand knotting techniques making it durable and one of a kind. The 
abstract white lines running through the carpet enhance the visual 
aesthetics and add a touch of sophistication.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-biege-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-biege-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-gray-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED MULTI 
BLUE BLOOM RUG

Give your home the luxury and excellence it deserves with this intricately 
Hand-knotted Multi Blue Bloom Rug. The royal 10x10 blue rug with soft gray 

and yellow tones makes it a perfect fit for your living room. Made from a 
distinctive combination of Bikaner wool and silk in India, it is comfortable 
during both winter and summer seasons. The thickness and hand-knotted 
character of the rug make it durable and one of a kind, making it a great 

addition to your modern home.

Bring the calming effect of Blue through this Hand-knotted Blue Wool & 
Silk Rug to your living room. The 11X11 rug is best placed in the living room 
becasue of the visual treat of the design. This intricately designed 
handtufted rug is created after weeks of intense hardwork and technique. 
It provides an antique look to your house and is a sure fire way to kickstart 
a conversation. The wool and sillk composition in the rug brings a snug 
feeling to the room and is extremely cozy and comfortable.

HAND-KNOTTED BLUE WOOL 
& SILK RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-blue-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-blue-rug-3/


HAND-KNOTTED DARK 
BLUE RUG

Revamp the look of your living room by placing this stunning Hand-knotted 
Dark Blue Rug. The rug has a deep blue color, that lends a calming effect 

to the room. The flat weave rug is made of Bikaner wool and silk from 
Rajasthan in India. The artwork and the technique with which the rug is 

woven is passed down through generations, and it takes weeks of intense 
labor and artwork to create one living room floor rug. The designs that are 

crafted in these rugs lend an air of sophistication to any room in which 
they are placed.

HAND-KNOTTED YELLOW AND 
GRAY RUG
Enhance the beauty of your home with this striking piece of art. This Hand-
knotted Yellow & Gray Rug is designed to build on the luxury of every living 
space. Be it a hall, den,bedroom or your workspace, this Bikaner woolen 
and silk rug is destined to spruce it up. The pattern is intricately created 
with soft gray and beige base while the bright orange and yellow splashes 
wake up the brighter tones. This cozy 7x7 carpet is hand knotted from 
scratch making it unique, charming and durable. Made with the finest 
wool, it is non-slip and easy to maintain.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-dark-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-dark-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-2/


HAND-KNOTTED BLUE AND 
BEIGE RUG

Capture the classic look of the coastal terrain with this piece of modern 
art, made for a modern home. The Hand-knotted Blue and Beige Rug 

measuring 10 x 10 feet has been handcrafted by artisans from India using a 
time-tested hand-knotting technique, using 100% pure Bikaner wool and 

silk, which makes it one of a kind. With its subtle design and colorful finish, 
this blue and beige rug will not just add a dash of color to your home, it 

will also lend it an air of sophistication. It is the perfect choice if you are 
looking for something elegant and durable to give your home a makeover.

This Hand-knotted Pale Blue Rug is a unique combination of artistry, 
design, and craftsmanship. The intricate designs and patterns reflect the 
deep knowledge of the weavers who painstakingly hand-knot each rug 
with true flair. Each 9 x 9 feet rug is completed only after weeks, months, 
or even years of intense labor. The artisans use age-old techniques on 
pure Bikaner wool and silk to produce these beautiful boho style tasseled 
rugs of warm earth and sea tones. It is a great way to preserve the time-
honored traditions of the past in your living space with a contemporary 
touch.

HAND-KNOTTED PALE 
BLUE RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-beige-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-light-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-beige-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED GRAY 
BLUE RUG

When it comes to a perfect fusion of color, composition, and alluring 
design, this Hand-knotted Gray Blue Rug is the way to go. The 9 x 9 feet 

rug, made from pure Bikaner wool and silk is characterized by a soft, 
flattened pile and vivid hues. Its durable and hard-wearing properties 

make it a popular choice for any setting. Each rug is created in a way that 
it can easily blend in with your interior space, making it appear as if it has 
always been there. It is best placed in spots where traffic is high as it is a 

true show-stealer and conversation starter.

HAND-KNOTTED COOL 
GRAY RUG
This Hand-knotted Cool Gray Bikaner Rug will add a dash of color and 
style to any home. The cool gray hues of this timeless design truly lend a 
sense of refinement to even the most stylish interiors. Rich in detail, the 
100% Bikaner wool and silk rug is hand-knotted and intricately crafted to 
perfection, making it a valuable addition to your contemporary decor. With 
a comfortable pile height, the 10 x 10 feet rug is soft and plush, making it a 
delight to step on or admire from afar.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-blue-rug-2/


HAND-KNOTTED OCEAN 
BLUE RUG

Blue is a color of the expansive sky, the calming ocean, and the vast 
serenity of the planet. This Hand-knotted Ocean Blue Rug is soothing and 
excellent for the bedrooms and home offices that need a sense of calm. 

Each 9 x 9 feet rug is a work of art, made from the finest materials. A 
perfect blend of modern designs and fine traditional craftsmanship, it is 

made of 100% pure Bikaner wool and silk yarn by traditional artisans using 
the hand-knotting method in exquisite detail. More than just a piece of art, 

this rug is a lifestyle statement.

Add a bohemian touch to your living space with the Hand-knotted Dessert 
Gray Rug. This rustic design features a beautiful dessert terrain pattern 
and is hand-knotted with pure Bikaner wool and silk. The neutral base of 
grey provides a canvas for colorful accents and the addition of color with 
the pattern is a delightful change that adds life to your decor. As a 
charming inclusion to your living room, bedroom or den area, let this 10 x 10 
feet Hand-knotted Dessert Gray Rug elevate your home to new levels of 
elegance and beauty.

HAND-KNOTTED DESSERT 
GRAY RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-5/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-5/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-rug-2/


HAND-KNOTTED ABSTRACT 
GRAY RUG

This classic Hand-knotted Abstract Gray Rug is a lovely addition to any 
space, adding a touch of sophistication and warmth wherever it goes. 

Handmade in India by skilled artisans using the finest Bikaner wool and silk 
from Rajasthan, this beautiful piece with a comfortable pile height will last 

for decades and is a wonderful way to add texture to your space. The 
abstract and whimsical pattern on the 9 x 9 feet rug is great choice when 

you're looking for something that is a little more trendy, but also feels 
traditional.

HAND-KNOTTED GRAY AND 
GOLD RUG
The warmth of Bikaner wool and the luster of silk blend harmoniously to 
create this Hand-knotted Abstract Gray Rug. It features a unique 
combination of colors in a hand-knotted construction that exudes the 
highest quality and craftsmanship. A piece that evokes an aura of opulent 
luxury and natural warmth, this 10 x 10 feet Bikaner rug makes a 
resplendent addition to any decor. It comes in a versatile color palette 
and a comfortable pile height that is sure to complement any home or 
office decor and is most suitable for use in high-traffic, spacious areas.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-6/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-light-gold-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-6/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-light-gold-rug/


HAND-KNOTTED MULTICOLOURED 
FLORAL RUG

This 10 x 10 feet Hand-knotted Multicoloured Floral Rug is embellished with 
traditional floral motifs crafted in high-quality Bikaner wool and silk yarns. 
The rug has a geometric floral pattern and comes in an amalgamation of 

stunning hues. The wool-silk blend adds to its comfort and durability, 
whereas the all-over yarn adds to its soft texture, thereby making it an 

essential part of any home interior. Woven in India by the most talented 
artisans, this is a long-lasting, durable accessory that adds to the beauty 

of your living space.

Select this elegant Hand-knotted Gray Cirque Rug to complement your 
decor and give your room a timeless grace. Hand-knotted by the most 
elite artisans in India with a beautiful abstract texture, this rectangular rug 
measuring 10 x 10 feet will add visual interest to your decor with its classy 
circular pattern design. Made using high-quality Bikaner wool and silk, it 
has a soft, dense texture and a beautiful, warm gray hue - resulting in a 
gorgeous, unique, and focal piece of luxurious home decor. It's pile height 
and composition make it comfortable and warm to step on when indoors.

HAND-KNOTTED GRAY 
CIRQUE RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-7/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-7/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-2/


HAND-KNOTTED MULTICOLOURED 
MATRIX RUG

This 10 x 10 feet Hand-knotted Multicoloured Matrix Rug is a sumptuous 
addition to your home decor. The intricate knotting of this rug is a 

testament to the hard work of the weavers who create it. Brought to you 
out of authentic Bikaner wool and silk and from artisans known for their 

time-honoured craftsmanship, this rug is a true work of art. It is an 
excellent way to add new dimensions to a spacious room or bring together 

the elements of a smaller room. Its vibrant colouring makes it a great 
choice for rooms with monochrome tones.

HAND-KNOTTED MULTICOLOURED 
STRIA RUG
This Hand-knotted Multicoloured Stria Rug will instantly add an aura of 
class, elegance and beauty to your indoor living space. The rug showcases 
a spectacular flowing stripes design in abstract conditioning, crafted in an 
exclusive blend of pure Bikaner wool and silk by India’s best artisans. A 10-
mm pile height gives this rug a comfortable touch and adds a rich texture 
to your home. Available in a 10 x 10 feet size, this hand-knotted rug can 
effortlessly elevate your living room, bedroom or hallway.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-4/


HAND-KNOTTED MULTICOLOURED 
WILDFLOWER RUG

With a design that is as comfortable, elegant and enduring as the region 
from which it originates, this Hand-knotted Multicoloured Wildflower Rug is 
a true work of art. Hand-knotted by expert craftspeople, the rug is crafted 
with the finest Bikaner wool and silk yarns. The 10 x 10 feet rug is dyed with 

a beautiful yellow erupting wildly in a sea of deep blue and black, which 
lends it an air of cheer, positivity, and resilience. Whichever part of your 

living space it takes up, it is sure to serve as a constant source of beauty 
and oy.

The knotwork from India is universally admired for its beauty and intricacy 
because artisans have mastered the art of producing the most exquisite 
and colourful decorative rugs in the world. The Hand-knotted 
Multicoloured Landscape Rug draws from one such ancient design and is 
truly an aesthetic choice — whether you wish something modern or 
traditional. The quality of the wool-silk combination and the unique 
landscape patterns of this rug make it impossible for the eyes to skip over. 
The 10 x 10 feet rug is strategically designed to blend with modern rooms 
of all sizes.

HAND-KNOTTED MULTICOLOURED
LANDSCAPE RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-5/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-blue-gray-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-5/


NAVY BLUE 
RUG

The lovely base color of navy blue depicts the pattern of intertwining flor 
design in the center. The border displays a thick golden-like perimeter to 

give the rug a lavish view. Seeing details of berries and leaves gives a 
calmness of earthiness in your place. This will be a great rug to add to 

your house furnishings, your bedroom, or dining room. The hand knotted 
design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 

Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 
With the 10x10 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 

nicely in any chosen area.

NATURAL SHADES 
RUG
Not a color person? No problem. This is a unique rug of light tones of gray 
and white with dark features. Instead of thinking of the “colorless” 
personality of this rug, we believe in more “eye-catching” shades of black 
and white. A gothic feel with a spectacular design is more than enough to 
snag this particular wool and silk rug. The hand knotted design results in 
loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-navy-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-8/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-navy-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gray-rug-8/


BLUE IVORY RUG

If you are a meticulous person, you will not take your gaze away from this 
rug. Within the rectangular design, you will notice many fine details in this 
pattern. Observe the blue border running around an ivory color center of 

different shapes, and outlines. A noteworthy rug that will exhibit your best 
centerpiece in your home. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical 

threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

This rug reveals an ombre technique of blending light hues to darker hues 
of the beige and brown colors. This rug starts off with a specific and 
neatly placed pattern of the lighter tones in the design. As you move 
towards the end of the rug, you see the darker tones with a slight change 
in pattern. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads 
creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

OMBRE DELIGHT

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-ivory-m-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-ivory-m-blue-rug/


GOLDEN EGGPLANT 
RUG

Rich golden color rug with hints of reddish accents and an eggplant tint 
around the border. The pattern is simple yet oriented in design. Spot the 

various flowers on every part of the rug. The Golden Eggplant rug deserves 
to be in a home to a lover of flowers and unique decoration. The hand 
knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This 
organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to 
your home. With the 10x10 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your 

new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

RUDDY RED 
RUG
It's okay if you are not a fan of unbalanced and quirky patterns, as this is 
easy on the eyes and perfectly symmetrical is this deep maroon red rug. 
Notice the spesh of bold print on the border and center. This kind of rug 
would go great with rustic type furniture or any fixtures you see fit in your 
home. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating 
the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of 
beauty right to your home. With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile 
height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gold-egg-plant-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-red-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gold-egg-plant-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-red-blue-rug/


RUST BLUE 
RUG

This is a fun and classy look upon glance, but the pop of the blueish color 
is what really makes this rug. As you see the diameter of the golden and 

orange duo, you also notice hints of green and blue. Moving your gaze 
towards the center is where the fun begins, valuing the big bold blue 

patterns that you will find hard to look away. The hand knotted design 
results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian 
fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With 

the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely 
in any chosen area.

Flawlessly symmetrical and the rich colors of gold and rust with this classy 
design is begging to be unveiled in your home. The arrangement of the 
golden borders are displayed in a way that the middle captures the center 
of attention. Imagining a nice dining table for your next event or family 
dinners is ideal to admire the attributes of this rug. The hand knotted 
design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 
With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 
nicely in any chosen area.

GOLDEN RUST 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-navy-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-navy-blue-rug/


DIAMOND RUST 
RUG

Multiple contrasting borders make this rug an interesting look with its 
dissimilar pattern of abstract details. The gold, red, and brown clash 

perfectly together creating a pleasant rug. The center of the rug reveals a 
large diamond shape with different hues of red and orange. Spruce of an 
area by placing it in your favorite spot. The hand knotted design results in 

loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 9x9 

measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

TROPIC MULTICOLOR 
RUG
For the love of shapes! If you love geometric patterns, this rug is for you. 
The multicolor of blue, red, green and beige make up one of these most 
beautiful rugs. Given this rug a tropical view for you in your home will go 
great with your like-colored or even neutral color furniture. A great pop of 
color for a great home. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical 
threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gold-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-gold-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug/


VERTICALLY FLORAL 
RUG

A rug that is neatly structured and easy on the eyes. Notice the beautiful 
red border highlighting the vertical pattern shaping the letter “H” towards 
the center. The small floral design details this fancy rug fitting for anyone 

who loves nature and shape formations. Don’t be afraid of different 
layouts and designs, as this wrong is definitely a steal. The hand knotted 

design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 
With the 10x10 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 

nicely in any chosen area.

This rug is unmatched like any other. Looking for a fresh and new style for 
your home? This rug is just the thing. The uncanny colors of green, rusty 
red, and some hues of rosy pink is just the rug you need. An exquisite rug 
like this one will be great for an open area where you can relish in its 
delightful style. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads 
creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

MULTI DELIGHT 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-miltary-green-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-miltary-green-blue-rug/


GOLDEN ROYAL 
RUG

This bright and thick border will go unnoticed as it encases the rosy red 
centerpiece of flowers and leaves. This rug will change the entire look of 

any room you put this in. With its royal style and beaming colors, it is no 
wonder these rugs will go quikly. Place the rug in a room full of light and 

love and watch the magic happen. The hand knotted design results in 
loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 

measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

GLEAMING GOLD 
RUG
Bright, illuminating, and full of essence. This rug is artful in design with 
hints of brown shades to accent the different patterns going on here. The 
center sets out 4 particular shapes for a striking look for your furniture. 
Ideal to put narrow pieces of decor so that you don’t hide this rich style, or 
have it in an open area to enjoy its charm. The hand knotted design results 
in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brick-red-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-m-green-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brick-red-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-m-green-rug/


NOVEL RED 
RUG

Not your traditional rug, as you commend the abstract pattern of shapes, 
swirls, and certain features. The neutral colors on the edge give this rug a 
natural look with the bold color of red in the center. Place this rug in your 

ideal room to give it the vibe you were looking for. The hand knotted 
design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 

Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 
With the 10x10 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 

nicely in any chosen area.

This rug will brighten up a room to give it warmth and comfort to your 
home. The thick golden border displays its absorbing canvas as the 
cooless of charcoal shades peek through. Taking your gaze to the middle, 
you see deeper casts of charcoal gray with similar patterns. This rug will 
change the way you feel everytime you walk into the room. The hand 
knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This 
organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to 
your home. With the 10x10 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your 
new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

GOLDEN CHARCOAL 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-charcoal-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-b-red-m-green-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-charcoal-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-b-red-m-green-rug/


FUN-FILLED 
RUG

A fun and playful rug that you and your whole family will absolutely love. 
With all of the colors and shapes, there is no doubt that this rug will always 

get your attention. Set this rug in a room that will get a lot of traffic 
because it will always put a smile on anyone’s face. The hand knotted 

design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 

With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 
nicely in any chosen area.

DEEP MYSTIC 
RUG
This dim and mystical rug will be the ultimate statement in your home. The 
dark and daring border proclaims leaves and nature-like designs 
surrounding the base color of olive green in the center. Charm up your 
living room decor with this accent piece to complete your style, or give 
your own bedroom a nice change. The hand knotted design results in loose 
vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was 
made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 9x9 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-6/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-m-green-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-multi-rug-6/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-m-green-blue-rug/


VINTAGE BROWN 
RUG

The perfect persian vintage style of rug for your home. Not only is this rug 
special with its design of dark hues and golden rich colors, but can be 

styled and decorated in many different ways. While the pattern is uniquely 
complex, there is no way you can turn away from its glamor and charm. 

The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating the 
fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty 

right to your home. With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, 
your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

These gorgeous checkers of red and beige will create something to 
remember. A jewel of a rug and an orderly feel to your home is all you will 
need when you purchase. Bring structure and sophistication in your daily 
activities and spark inspiration. Ideal for a space of deep thinking and 
working. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating 
the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of 
beauty right to your home. With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile 
height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

SUBTLE CHECKERED 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-blue-rug/


CONSERVATIVE 
RED RUG

This rug is structured with a dark border compounded with a pattern that 
embroiders symmetrical details in the center. The maroon red color in the 
middle gives this rug exactly what it needs for your home to feel alive and 

give purpose. A well put design for any style of furnishings you have. The 
hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. 
This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right 

to your home. With the 10x14 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your 
new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

VALUABLE BROWN 
RUG
A great choice for anyone looking for rich, eye-catching patterns for their 
home. Indulge in the balance of both brown and red, giving this rug a 
satisfying and enjoyable feel. Surely this will enhance your space with 
lovely green accents on the borders bringing out all of its glory. Place this 
rug where all eyes can see its value. The hand knotted design results in 
loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-red-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-red-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-red-blue-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brown-red-blue-rug-2/


DELICATE COLOR 
RUG

Although this rug may seem positively crowded with this unique design, 
take notice of the delicate pattern. Almost a playful color palette of red, 
green, and blue seeping through. The beigy border is enough to want this 
in your home immediately paired with neutral colors of other home decor 

that you may have. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical 
threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 
appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

This rug will brighten up your day while also keeping you grounded with 
this different style. A rug that makes you feel uplifted with its light hues of 
golden beige surrounded by an orderly pattern. The center gives off 
abstracting vibes with its shapes and details with the base color of reddish 
brown. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating 
the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of 
beauty right to your home. With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile 
height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

LIGHT AND GROUNDED 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-m-green-blue-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-rust-blue-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-m-green-blue-rug-2/


BLACK AND BOLD 
RUG

A straight and to-the-point rug that showcases its neat structure of the 
small detailed shapes. If you enjoy simple patterns and dark bold color, 

this rug is for you. To make your rug stand out even more, finish it off with 
any furniture to give a modern and unique twist in style. The hand knotted 

design results in loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic 
Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. 

With the 9x9 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit 
nicely in any chosen area.

JUNGLE LEAF 
RUG
Almost a tropic and jungle giving vibe with this special modern rug. 
Perfectly symmetrical for your fulfillment, and a fun design with long leaf-
like and abstract pictures for you to stare upon for the long run. The 
neutral colors of beige and green are easy on the eyes, with gorgeous 
accents of reddish pink hues. The hand knotted design results in loose 
vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was 
made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-black-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-rug-2/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-black-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-rug-2/


ILLUMINATE 
RUG

A bright and light feel that you will receive everyday when you walk into 
the room with this illuminating rug. The peachy tones and green accents 
are the perfect details of this special design. Distinguish the unique bold 

outlines of the selected flowers, giving the rug an illusion of subtle texture. 
The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads creating the 

fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for appreciation of beauty 
right to your home. With the 11x11 measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, 

your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

This rug is blooming with a beige design with a sprouting personality. This 
pattern speaks for itself, as it is appealing, attractive, and unforgettable. 
Never a gloomy moment when you walk into your room filled with comfort 
and bliss. Relish in the multicolor tones of blue, red and green that will go 
great in a dining room or your bedroom. The hand knotted design results in 
loose vertical threads creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn 
was made for appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 11x11 
measurement, and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any 
chosen area.

BEIGY BLOOM 
RUG

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-3/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-beige-blue-rug-4/


RED FOUNDATION 
RUG

Dark red tones with bright and captivating color underlines this amazing 
abstract pattern. This will be a fresh look in your home or a space you see 

fit. Take notice that there is no border design but the main event is the 
whole rug itself, with its twists, turns and detail symbols within the 

illustration. The hand knotted design results in loose vertical threads 
creating the fringe. This organic Persian fine yarn was made for 

appreciation of beauty right to your home. With the 10x10 measurement, 
and 10 mm in pile height, your new rug will fit nicely in any chosen area.

https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brick-red-rug/
https://ethnicindian.in/product/hand-knotted-brick-red-rug/


CONTACT US

www.ethnicindian.in

+1 8559 063 330

sales@ethnicindian.in

Caddie Commercial Tower 
5th Floor, Aerocity, New Delhi, 
Delhi - 110037, India
Whites Road, No.49/50L, 
7th Floors, EA Chambers Tower II, 
Royapettah Chennai - 600014, India
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